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 “Canberra we have a problem” 

There’s a clash going on in the ACT between those who want to exclude other species from our city 

and those who believe we need to share.  Farmers want the land free of competition from native 

species. Many of our citizens fear bees, bats, spiders, snakes, possums, lizards and (worst of all) 

dents to their cars from collisions with a kangaroo or wombat. We encounter both groups on the 

ACT Wildlife Hotline.  

 

Wildlife will come off nature reserves to supplement their diets and gain access to water. They also 

live in Canberra’s trees and yards. Do we want them gone?  The answer would have to be “no, 

because we rely on them”.  With climate change we are discovering “the economy is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of the environment” (Gaylord Nelson).  

 

Many of us are unaware of the vital role our wildlife plays in providing for us. For example, our 

native fruit eating bats are the major pollinators of our eucalypt forests. No bats, no forests. We 

need to find a way to house, nourish and look after wildlife better, rather than allow more 

“Menindee” style disasters. In my opinion, some Politicians could listen better to Ecologists, not just 

the ones they agree with. 

 

The Enquiry points to a new era of strategic landscape planning, which I would welcome. This new 

era will need a new type of “landscape architect/ecologist”, able to design for sustainability and 

aesthetics.  Many of today’s Gardeners and some Landscape Architects still think “anything green is 

good”.   A gum tree is as good as an exotic tree (which sends out 100,000 seeds a season into 

suburbs and nature reserves).  The best trees and plants need to be climate friendly, non invasive 

and provide a food source for wildlife. 

 

Australia is a huge country and historically we’ve relied on volunteers to help manage the nature. 

But our European ways have caused so many problems, volunteers are no longer enough.  A wander 

in many Canberra nature reserves will prove this, for those of us who are aware of the difference 

between weeds and native vegetation. Since Canberra is full of nature reserves, nowhere in Australia 

is this problem more starkly visible. Swathes of African Lovegrass greet the walker from Mount 

Taylor to Uriarra and beyond. These landscapes are dotted with Hawthorn trees, Box Elder and other 

exotic plants. Wildlife can’t be sustained on exotics. 

 

ACT Wildlife volunteers and local Vets struggle with the level of wildlife disease and injury.  

 

Amongst the worst suffering I’ve encountered is wombat mange. Wombats have been crowded into 

areas where food is less suitable and nutrition suffers.  Mange is thought to be in 90% of wombat 

populations on the east coast. Governments have failed to take the problem seriously and volunteer 

groups can’t keep pace with its spread. Volunteers must not only locate and treat managed 

wombats, but fundraise for the equipment and Cydectin used to treat the disease! The Scabies mite  
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becomes very lively in the dark. Wombats scratch so badly, their wounds become infected and are 

fatal.  Now we’re hearing of this disease in Echidnas. People from other parts of the world can’t 

believe we are so blasé; their wildlife’s mostly gone and they struggle to get it back. 

 

Sorry to be depressing, but local birds are also a constant source of calls to the Hotline. Some are 

infected by a necrotic beak disease with no treatment.  They also get hit by cars and get injured 

because they fly straight into our windows (an early warning system is surely an easy brief for a 

scientist?). Bats are savaged by loose aperture fruit tree netting. Barbed wire injuries are frequent.  

Wildlife gets caught in traps and is poisoned.  Cat and dog attacks are frequent. Kangaroos hit by 

cars but able to escape the road, suffer slow deaths from infected wounds. Unlike NSW,  if 

Kangaroos are injured we have no Licence in the National Capital, to be able to nurse them. 

 

So let’s have some flashing road signs, slowing traffic in hotspots. They would save injury, car 

damage and be a relief for Rangers and wildlife volunteers: 

• Sulwood and Athllon Drive near Mount Taylor reserve 

• Hindmarsh Drive between Mugga Lane and Yamba Drive near Red Hill Reserve 

• Longully Road between Isaacs Ridge and Wanniassa Hill Nature Reserves 

• Point Hut Crossing area 

• Federal Highway and Majura Parkway near Mount Majura Nature Reserve 

• Fairbairn Avenue near Duntroon and Mount Ainslie Nature reserve. 

• Glenloch Interchange near Black Mountain reserve 

Alongside Rangers and Vets (who earn a salary), unpaid volunteers are the front line of wildlife care 

in the ACT. Most of these volunteers are women, whose concern for animal suffering and care for 

our country’s future is exploited. This workload exceeds available volunteer hours. Feeding and 

rehabilitating orphaned and injured wildlife is also expensive. For example it costs $600 in special 

food to raise a wombat orphan.  

 

Hotline calls come in 24/7. One call usually requires 4 more to find a carer and wildlife-ambulance 

transport or a Vet.  Some Vets seem to lack knowledge on wildlife diseases and treatment, 

defaulting to euthanasia or pressing us to take the wildlife off their premises.  

 

Considering the many issues, it seems essential for the ACT Government (and others) to fund salaries 

for Landcare and Wildlife care. Apart from protecting our ecosystems, wildlife is the Number 1 

reason people visit Australia (Lonely Planet). So it’s a commercial imperative too.  

 

Thinking about ACT Wildlife activities, I could guess the following positions and salaries are needed.  
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Positions needed for Wildlife support in the ACT

Salary

CEO 75,000$              

Wildlife Care Co-ordinator 60,000                

Marketing and Fundraising 60,000                

Hotline/Transport  Co-ordinator 60,000                

Disease Reseach co ordinator 60,000                

Training and Education 60,000                

Technical Support contractor 30,000                

Total 405,000

Cost over 5 years 2,025,000$         
 

The above figures (inclusive of Super) assume people use their own computers and cars (and own 

petrol) for all the work , as they do at the moment. It assumes all the other volunteers are still 

unpaid.  It assumes the premises, kindly supplied by the ACT Government, continue to be supplied at 

no charge. It also assumes fund raising continues to pay for food, medicines and materials. 

 

I hope this Statement, which focuses on preservation of our living nature, is of assistance to the 

Enquiry. 

 

Sincerely 

 

Barbara Mabbott 

4/1 Evergood Close  

Weston ACT 2611 
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